APPENDIX

1900  *Sister Carrie* published and suppressed by Doubleday, Page and Company.

1901-1903  Dreiser attempts *Jennie Gerhardt* (novel); suffers and incapacitating emotional collapse.

1904  Becomes fiction editor for Street and Smith publication in July.

1905  Becomes editor of *Smith's Magazine* in April.

1906  Becomes editor of *Broadway Magazine* in April. His favourite brother, Paul Dreiser (Dresser), dies.

1907  *Sister Carrie* republished 18 May by B. W. Dodge and Company.

1909  Dreiser resumes intensive work on *Jennie Gerhardt*.

1910  Forced 15 October to sever connections with Butterick publications.

1911  *Jennie Gerhardt* accepted in April by Harper and Brothers. In November, Dreiser travels to Europe to research the career of Charles Tyson Yerkes for *The Financier* (novel).

1912  *The Financier* published by Harper and Brothers as first volume of *A Trilogy of Desire* (novels); *Sister Carrie* republished by Harper and Brothers.

1913  *A Traveler at Forty* (nonfiction) published by the Century Company.

1915 Dreiser revisits boyhood homes in Indiana. In October, The "Genius" (novel) published by John Lane.

1916 Play of the Natural and the Supernatural published by John Lane. The "Genius" withdrawn in July by John Lane after obscenity charges are filed against it. A Hoosier Holiday (autobiography) published by John Lane.

1918 Free, and Other Stories, The Hand of the Potter (Play), and Twelve Men (sketches) published by Boni and Liveright.

1919 Dreiser has first meeting with cousin, Helen Richardson.

1920 Hey Rub-a-Dub-dub! (philosophy and speculation) published by Boni and Liveright.


1922 A Book about Myself (autobiography), second volume of projected series A History of Myself, published by Boni and Liveright.

1923 The "Genius" republished and The Color of a Great City (sketches) published by Boni and Liveright. Dreiser moves with Helen to New York to continue work on An American Tragedy.

1925 An American Tragedy published by Boni and Liveright.
1927 Chains (short stories) published by Boni and Liveright. In November, Dreiser travels to Russia; remains as a visitor until January 1928.

1928 Moods, Cadenced and Declaimed (poems) and Dreiser Looks at Russia published by Boni and Liveright.

1929 A Gallery of Women (sketches) published by Horace Liveright.


1931 Tragic America (nonfiction) published by Horace Liveright. Dawn, first volume of projected A History of Myself published by Horace Liveright; A Book about Myself republished as Newspaper Days by Horace Liveright.

1932-1934 Dreiser acts as co-editor of American Spectator magazine; attempts The Stoic (novel).

1939 The Living Thoughts of Thoreau (edited with introduction by Dreiser) published by Longmans, Green.

1941 America is Worth Saving (nonfiction) published by Horace Liveright.

1942 Sara White Dreiser dies 1 October. 1944 Dreiser accepts Award of Merit from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Marries Helen Richardson 13 June.

1946  *The Bulwark* (novel) published by Doubleday.
